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The Role of The Role of GeotechnicsGeotechnics in supplying future in supplying future 
energy needs.energy needs.



The Use of The Use of 
GeoGeo--synthetics to increase life and synthetics to increase life and 

performance of roadwaysperformance of roadways

Haul Roads at power production plant Haul Roads at power production plant ––
Base Reinforcement/Base Reinforcement/subgradesubgrade
improvementimprovement

Heavy Duty Roads at Ethanol Plants Heavy Duty Roads at Ethanol Plants ––
Base ReinforcementBase Reinforcement



BasisBasis



Haul RoadsHaul Roads
Existing Conditions Design CriteriaExisting Conditions Design Criteria
Rolling wheel loads of 100,000 lbsRolling wheel loads of 100,000 lbs
Subgrade CBR value = 3 (Clayey Silt)Subgrade CBR value = 3 (Clayey Silt)
No maintenance requirements over life No maintenance requirements over life 
roadroad
Approximate length of 1.5 mi. and up to Approximate length of 1.5 mi. and up to 
80 ft. wide80 ft. wide



Poor wet Poor wet subgradesubgrade

Notice the fabric 
to separate the 
silty wet soils 
from the open 
graded #1’s and 
#2’s.

A layer of 
BX1300 is used 
to reinforce the 
#1’s and #2’s



This layer provides the separation and subgrade improvements
increasing the modulus of Subgrade reaction to much higher 

values (say CBR = 80)

This layer provides a layer of very rigid reinforced aggregate 
on which the wearing layer rests.

6 to 8 inch wearing layer



Normal Design ParametersNormal Design Parameters

Graphical solutions and history only Graphical solutions and history only 
available for design.available for design.
Could have required as much as 7 feet of Could have required as much as 7 feet of 
stone vs. the 4 ft. usedstone vs. the 4 ft. used
Saved time and significant $ due to the Saved time and significant $ due to the 
savings of imported stonesavings of imported stone



Ethanol PlantsEthanol Plants





Some perceptions cited in local Some perceptions cited in local 
paperspapers

"I don't know if you realize," said another "I don't know if you realize," said another 
resident. "That's 12,000resident. "That's 12,000 train cars feeding train cars feeding 
it, 36,000 semis feeding it,it, 36,000 semis feeding it, a hundred a hundred 
semis a day." semis a day." 



Not just the facility though!Not just the facility though!
1 bushel of corn will produce @ 2.7 gallons of ethanol.1 bushel of corn will produce @ 2.7 gallons of ethanol.
1 bushel of corn weighs 56 lbs.1 bushel of corn weighs 56 lbs.
1 gallon of ethanol weighs 8.5 lbs.1 gallon of ethanol weighs 8.5 lbs.
Typical large fuel truck capacity is 9000 gallons. Typical large fuel truck capacity is 9000 gallons. 
Typical fuel truck ESAL count is 2.3.Typical fuel truck ESAL count is 2.3.
Typical corn truck hauls 1200 bushels.Typical corn truck hauls 1200 bushels.
Typical corn truck ESAL count is 2.3.Typical corn truck ESAL count is 2.3.
So, a 100 million gallon per year plant creates the following:So, a 100 million gallon per year plant creates the following:
100 million gallons = 11,111 100 million gallons = 11,111 TLsTLs.. x 2.3 ESALS per TL = 25,555 x 2.3 ESALS per TL = 25,555 ESALsESALs per year due to Ethanol out.per year due to Ethanol out.
100 million gallons will require 37 million bushels of corn.100 million gallons will require 37 million bushels of corn. Roughly 1200 bushels are carried on the biggest grain Roughly 1200 bushels are carried on the biggest grain 
trucks, requiring 30,833 trucks for the corn, x 2.3 ESALS per TLtrucks, requiring 30,833 trucks for the corn, x 2.3 ESALS per TL = 71,000 ESALS for the grain in.= 71,000 ESALS for the grain in.

So, the plant grounds will see 25,555 + 71,000 = 96,555 ESALS peSo, the plant grounds will see 25,555 + 71,000 = 96,555 ESALS per year due to loaded corn trucks coming in and r year due to loaded corn trucks coming in and 
loaded fuel trucks leaving.loaded fuel trucks leaving. But empty corn trucks will leave and empty fuel trucks will arrBut empty corn trucks will leave and empty fuel trucks will arrive.ive. At .6 ESALS per TL, At .6 ESALS per TL, 
this adds another 57,933 ESALS.this adds another 57,933 ESALS. So, So, per year ESALS will be @ 155,000per year ESALS will be @ 155,000.. This assumes no trucks This assumes no trucks 
for other supplies, maintenance, etc. With 5" asphalt and 12" bafor other supplies, maintenance, etc. With 5" asphalt and 12" base se aggagg, this pavement fails after 3 years., this pavement fails after 3 years. This This 
assumes a assumes a MrMr of 5000.of 5000. ((MrMr = 1500 x CBR), so if the = 1500 x CBR), so if the subgradesubgrade CBR is a bit low  the life of the pavement will be CBR is a bit low  the life of the pavement will be 
even less.even less.

Also, terminal serviceability may be bumped up. Standard ride Also, terminal serviceability may be bumped up. Standard ride indecesindeces can be too low for very low speeds, can be too low for very low speeds, 
especially with grain trucksespecially with grain trucks which can be damaged bywhich can be damaged by uneven pavementuneven pavement (ruts can be less severe at higher (ruts can be less severe at higher 
speeds). So, 5 on 12 lasts less than 3 years for a terminalspeeds). So, 5 on 12 lasts less than 3 years for a terminal serviceability of 2.5.serviceability of 2.5.

And what about the municipal roads around the plant?And what about the municipal roads around the plant? They're likely designed for standard traffic loading.They're likely designed for standard traffic loading. How How 
about "Mr. Township Engineer, what concerns might you have aboutabout "Mr. Township Engineer, what concerns might you have about the service life of your roads around the the service life of your roads around the 
newnew plant?".plant?". (it can be very difficult to provide a thicker pavement section (it can be very difficult to provide a thicker pavement section to an existing road because you would to an existing road because you would 
have to raise the FG, causing all sorts of problems, or go deepehave to raise the FG, causing all sorts of problems, or go deeper which in flat areas means you might hit crowns r which in flat areas means you might hit crowns 
of culverts, disrupt waterlines, etc.)of culverts, disrupt waterlines, etc.)



Typical Cross Section of Plant Typical Cross Section of Plant 
PavementPavement



So What?So What?

In this case, the use of BX1100 as part of In this case, the use of BX1100 as part of 
the pavement system has taken place of the pavement system has taken place of 
almost 5 inches of crushed stone. almost 5 inches of crushed stone. 
The use of some The use of some geogridsgeogrids (as described (as described 
by KYDOH, Han, et. Al., USCOE, FHWA, by KYDOH, Han, et. Al., USCOE, FHWA, 
and the FAA) help increase the rigidity of and the FAA) help increase the rigidity of 
the stone layer, in lieu of the extra stone.the stone layer, in lieu of the extra stone.



THE ENDTHE END
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